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Problog is a probabilistic extension to Prolog:

T = { (c,p) }

->

P(query)
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ProbLog’s inference algorithms

Exact algorithm X1
Approximate algorithms X3

Bounded Probability, K-best, Iterative Sampling (Monte-Carlo)
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ProbLog’s inference algorithms

Exact algorithm X1
Approximate algorithms X3

Bounded Probability, K-best, Iterative Sampling (Monte-Carlo)

 On top of YAP-Prolog (open source, Universita de Porto)



 A biological network is G(V,E)
V = { biological entities}
E = { biological links }
P(e) = P(link between entities)

For machine learning
Probabilistic Logic should be:

Simple (Learnable)
Efficient (Scalable)

0.3

0.8

0.5
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Here is a random graph:

 

It can be sampled.
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Here is a ProbLog program:

It can be sampled.
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Here is a ProbLog program:

It can get rules:

Using these rules:
P( path(c,d) ) = P( edge(c,d) V ( P(edge(c,e) ∧ edge(e,d)  ) )

 



 2/5: Accurate Inference in ProbLog 

ProbLog’s exact inference algorithms employs two parts:

1. Given a query, find all its proofs
Result is a DNF formulae (examples ahead)

2. Compute the probability of DNF being satisfied



1. Given a query, find all proofs - Result is a DNF formulae

 proof defines set of facts it requires.
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1. Given a query, find all proofs - Result is a DNF formulae

For each proof p:

For each fact c in proof:
Define random variable b   // P(b) = P(c)

Define proof’s DNF as b1∧b2∧b3∧.. // P(q) = P(b1)∧ P(b2)∧...

Note each proof defines a set of facts 
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1. Given a query, find all proofs - Result is a DNF formulae

Conjunct all DNFs (for all proofs)

Note each proof defines a set of facts 
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1. Given a query, find all proofs - Result is a DNF formulae

Conjunct all DNFs (for all proofs)

Example - path(c,d):

(xy ⇔ edge(x,y)) 

Note each proof defines a set of facts 
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2. Compute the probability of result DNF being satisfied

NP-hard

Generally using the exclusion-inclusion principle.
Reasonable for queries with <= 10 proofs



As number of proofs increases the resulting DNF formulae grows
Probability computation becomes infeasible

ProbLog also uses approximate algorithms:

1. Approximate bounding
2. k-best
3. Iterative sampling (Monte-Carlo)
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1. Approximate bounding (presented last week)

Produce two DNFs “b” and “t” such that:

P(b) ≤ P(q) ≤ P(t)  P(t) - P(b) < δ

How?
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1. Approximate bounding example
while(1)

traverse a binary decision tree, extend paths up to some probability threshold
accumulate DNFs

if (difference(b,t) < δ) 
 return (b,t)

shrink threshold

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%B4
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%B4
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%B4
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2. k-best

Produce DNF formulae using only the most probable k proofs
These can be found easily (paper)

1-best corresponds to P(q’s most probable proof).

“∞-best” corresponds to P(q).

https://www.utf8icons.com/character/8734/infinity
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2. K-best example: path(a,d)
P( ac ∧ ce ) = 0.72 P( ab ∧ bc ∧ cd) = 0.378
P( ac ∧ cd) = 0.32 P( ab ∧ bc ∧ ce ∧ ed) = 0.168

1-best(q): P ( ac ∧ ce ) = 0.72
2-best(q): P((ac∧cd)∨(¬ac∧ab∧bc∧cd))=0.72+(1−0.8)·0.378 =0.7956
3-best(q): ……. = 0.8276
4-best(q): ……. = 0.83096
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3. Iterative Sampling (Monte-Carlo)

do(m times)
generate program sample
check if q exists in sample 
re-evaluate probability

calculate δ
//
repeat until δ is sufficiently small

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%B4
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%B4


For scalability, the algorithms suggested require:

1. Preprocessing the database (facts) 
The original ProbLog implementation uses interpreting

2. Data structures to effectively maintain and access:
Proofs (for bounded approximation and k-best)
Samples (for iterative sampling):
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1. Preprocessing the database

maintenance:
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2. Data structures
Proofs (For bounded approximation and k-best): 

- Generating DNF
Proof = list of facts, ordered by first-use
Some proofs share a prefix

Use Trie
- Computing DNF’s probability

Use binary trees
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2. Data structures
Samples (for iterative-sampling):

- Can’t generate/store full samples in real programs
Generate partial samples, expand on-demand (lazy)

- Sample represented as trinear array of size |facts|:
s[i] = 0 ⇔ (fact i unsampled)
s[i] = 1 ⇔ (fact i sampled true)
s[i] = 2 ⇔ (fact i sampled false)
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*minimize trees by bottom-up 
traversal (linear time)
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Test success probabilities of
k-best
bounded approximation
iterative sampling

Using biological networks
extracted from Biomine’s Project
involving three genes linked to Alzheimer’s

G582, G620, G983
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- Network “SMALL”
All paths of length <= 2 involving the three gene-nodes

79 vertices, 144 edges.

- Network “MEDIUM”
All paths of length <= 3 involving the three gene-nodes

5220 vertices, 11532 edges.

- Network “BIOMINE”
All paths

~1,000,000 vertices, ~6,000,000 edges
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k-best Diagram



Network “SMALL”
k-best

Faster (than exact algorithm)
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Network “SMALL”
bounded approximation

* works
* better use accurate algorithm (small problem)

* much better than the original implementation of ProbLog  
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old T=46234 (x4.5) T=206300 (x16) T=307966 (x154)



Network “SMALL”
iterative sampling

* great results
even 1st iteration
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Network “MEDIUM”
k-best 

* P and T are higher (~11k nodes)
* Accurate computation  is impractical.
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Network “MEDIUM” 
bounded approximation

diverged on “MEDIUM” (DNF’s binary decision tree too complex for CUDD)

iterative sampling
works great (although times grow fast as δ decreases.)
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https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%B4
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Network “BIOMINE” 
k-best 

* Millions of vertices / edges -> P is almost always 1
* good performance, though.
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Network “BIOMINE”
bounded approximation

diverged on “BIOMINE” 

iterative sampling
 isn’t useful on “BIOMINE” (even one iteration takes too long)



● ProbLog is a probabilistic logic language
○ Uncertain information is encoded by assigning a probability to each fact.
○ A probabilistic extension of Prolog.
○ Natural for mining / learning in biological networks

● This paper presents an implementation of ProbLog
○ On top of YAP-Prolog

● Implementation approximates probabilities efficiently
○ In large databases too
○ Much faster than original ProbLog
○ The first PLP to execute queries on databases of this magnitude (?)
○ Will introduce new possibilities & applications
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Questions?

Thanks for listening!


